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Twin Tub Semi Automatic Washing Machine  

 

The twin tub semi automatic washing machine 

working principle of the wave wheel washing 

machine is that the motor drives the wave wheel to 

rotate through the belt deceleration, and the timer 

or computer controls the wave wheel to stir the 

water, detergent and clothes. 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

As for aggressive selling prices, we believe that you will be searching far and wide for 

anything that can beat us. We are able to state with absolute certainty that for such good 

quality at such costs we've been the lowest around for 2021 High quality China Twin Tub 

Semi Automatic Washing Machine, We maintain timely delivery schedules, innovative 

designs, top quality and transparency for our buyers. Our moto should be to supply quality 

goods inside of stipulated time. 

 

2021 High quality China Washing Machine and Washing Machines price, With the 

first-class solutions, excellent service, fast delivery and the best price, we've won highly 

praise foreign customers'. Our products have been exported to Africa, the Middle East, 

Southeast Asia and other regions. 

 

The twin tub semi automatic washing machine working principle of the wave wheel 

washing machine is that the motor drives the wave wheel to rotate through the belt 

deceleration, and the timer or computer controls the wave wheel to stir the water, 

detergent and clothes. 

  

Moedel: XPB120-2018S(120FS)  

Wash Capacity: 10.0 Kg 

Spin Capacity: 5.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 450 W 

Spin Power: 250 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 830*470*993 mm 

Packing Size: 850*500*1018 mm 

N.W./G.W.: 25.0/28.0 KG 

https://www.cn-sandie.com/twin-tub-semi-automatic-washing-machine.html
https://www.cn-sandie.com/twin-tub-semi-automatic-washing-machine.html
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MOQ/40HQ Container: 144 PCS 

  

Working Principle 

The twin tub semi automatic washing machine working principle of the wave wheel 

washing machine is that the motor drives the wave wheel to rotate through the belt 

deceleration, and the timer or computer controls the wave wheel to stir the water, 

detergent and clothes. The washed clothes, under the mechanical action of the wave 

wheel rotation and the chemical action of the detergent water solution, knead the clothes 

through the positive and reverse reciprocating stirring and rubbing in the washing bucket 

to achieve the purpose of removing stains and washing clothes. 

 

 

Product Features 

1. All of twin tub semi automatic washing machine products adopt whole dynthetic resin 

PP style with novel design. 

 

 

2. The twin tub semi automatic washing machine has the advantages of low price, simple 

structure, convenient operation and easy to move. 

 

 

3. Underwear and baby clothes can be cleaned separately 

 

 

4. The twin tub semi automatic washing machine can be customized. Can be customized 

according to customer requirements of packaging and printing. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 
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9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 


